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The Directors, Executive, Parents
and Students wish to thank
all those who have contributed
in providing this New Facility
for our children.
May God Bless You.

+

This facility is dedicated to the parents of Bharati Ramsamooj ( Shiwpal )

S h r i S hi w pa l B h a g w a n d i n

Pt. Ravideen & Pta. Bharati
founders of EIMA.

S hr i m a t i e D h a n w a n t i e Bh a g w a n d i n

and the parents of Pt. Ravideen Ramsamooj

Mission Statement
The mission of the East Indian Music Academy
is to promote East Indian Culture
and spiritual awareness through
music,language and other art forms.
We are committed to helping our students
raise their level of ethical and moral
consciousness so that they are better
prepared to meet the challenges
of the society in which they live.

Pt. S oo kdeo R amsam oo j
( D h a r m a c h a r y a o f A . P . S . T r in i d a d )

S h rim a tie S o okd ia h Ra m sa mo oj

East Indian Music Academy, Inc.
Executive Committee

What do we offer?
The East Indian Music Academy offers classes in Music, Hindi, Sanskrit
and Moral Education. We teach classical and light vocal music in addition to
various types of instruments including the Harmonium, Tabla, Sitar, Violin, Sarod
and the Sarangi.
There are five levels of achievements for vocal and instrumental music ie.
(Kindergarten, Elementary, Basic, Intermediate and Advanced.) Children between
the ages of five and six complete the Kindergarten level. At this level the child is
taught to recognize the notes on the harmonium and sing and play simple rhymes,
dhuns and bhajans. Students entering the institution for the first time start at the
elementary level. At this level students are required to play and sing ten songs. At
the Basic level, Raagas are introduced to the students. Songs based on Raagas are
also taught. At the intermediate level, Chota Khyal and various styles of singing are
introduced. When the child has achieved good concept of music, Bara Khyaal with
taans and the development of alaap in the Raaga are taught.
There are also four levels for Tabla and instrumental music. In tabla,
various taals with uthaan, laggi and tihayees are taught. In the classical field, Kaidas
with paltes, tukras etc. are taught. In instrumental music dhuns and various kinds of
gats with todas are taught.

Pt. Ravideen Ramsamooj
Managing Director

Pt. Bharat Bisesar
Director/ President

Bahin Urmila Paltooram
Director/ Secretary

Bahin Savitri Manie
Director/ Treasurer

Bhai Harry Nepal
Vice- President.

Bhai Gopaul Lall
Vice- President.

Bahin Gomatie Moolsankar
Asst. Secretary

Bahin Nadia Persaud
Asst. Principal.

Bahin Vashti Mohammed
Asst. Principal.

Students learn to read, write, and translate the Devnagari script in the
Hindi and Sanskrit courses. Grammar is also introduced and students are
encouraged to speak the language.
In Moral Education, students study various religious texts. The Ramayan,
Bhagwad Gita, Upanishads and the Vedas are some of the texts used. Students learn
to chant and recite verses from these texts and also interpret their meanings.
Students also learn about the importance of festivals, great saints and historical
figures. Discussions to enhance the level of ethical and moral consciousness are
conducted so that students are prepared to meet the challenges of society.
Throughout the year we have special performances where students
perform in front of an audience so that they may gain confidence in their singing
and playing. During these sessions we also invite educators to speak to our students
and parents. These discussions turn out to be very interesting and well participated
by both students and parents. During the summer we have our annual picnic where
parents and students socialize and get to know each other better. In December we
have our graduation function. Students who have completed their courses
successfully receive certificates for their achievements. After the graduation is a
sumptuous Christmas Dinner which the children always look forward to.
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Registered
1998
Bahin Bharati Ramsamooj
Principal/Asst. Treasurer

Bhai Krishna Subick
Honorary President
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Aims and Objectives.
1. To inculcate cultural values through the teachings of Indian music to
young children and adults.
2. To teach Hindi and Sanskrit to enhance proper pronunciation in
their vocal performances.
3. The graduates of the school will become budding artists of tomorrow.
4. Members will function in their religious organization as music
coordinators so as to improve the quality of religious and classical
music.
5. To recognize music as a creative art and exhibit the creative aspects
of music rather than the imitative aspects.
6. To appreciate the value of opportunities provided for personal
growth through avenues of continuing education and activities held
by the Academy.
7. To sharpen their musical insight and perceptual faculties.
8. To understand the technical and aesthetic value of the art and to
gain knowledge of the various areas of Sangeet (Vocal, Instrumental
and Dance).
9. To stimulate the creative ability in artistic expression enabling the
artist to use his performing skills artistically and aesthetically with
the higher level of understanding and accuracy.
10. To publish books, magazines and other literature as well as to help
the public in different aspects of human activities.

Vishwa Subick
Music has drastically changed my life. It has essentially made me the
person I am today. The student may be the raw gem, but it is the teacher that cuts and
polishes that stone into a diamond. The process of refinement is, in this case, music.
When I saw the new sign in front of the music school, I immediately saw the thing
that separates the East Indian Music Academy from any other music organization.
The sign says promotes the teaching of Vocal, Harmonium, Tabla, Sitar, Sarod, Hindi,
Sanskrit and MORAL EDUCATION. I can say from personal
experience that while promulgating the teaching of numerous instruments and Hindi
and Sanskrit, the E.I.M.A. also teaches cultural and moral values. I know of no other
institution that does this.
Learning an instrument or a language can be very challenging. It can be very
frustrating and requires a lot of dedication. An instrument should be able to cry, to
laugh, and to virtually portray any human emotion not only to the audience, but to the
musician as well. A quote that I always remember is by the great Ustad Swapan
Chaudhuri Ji, “It's not: 'I am controlling tabla.' It's like when you do the puja, when
you go to church, your whole attitude is very different, you surrender yourself. I am
under tabla's control. I surrender myself because I know there is nothing I can show
to tabla.” What he is essentially saying is that there is nothing he can teach the instrument, but rather the instrument is teaching him.Whenever I am playing music I feel
that I am being physically, mentally and spiritually challenged to do my best. To add
to this I personally believe that we are not human beings having a spiritual experience,
but rather spiritual beings having a human experience. Music is a gateway that allows
us to fully express our spiritual self while in this human body. I feel very fortunate to
be part of E.I.M.A. and hope that future and current students will appreciate the
privilege they have been given and take full advantage of it.

11. To produce audio and video tapes so that members will learn to
appreciate the musical talents within our society.
12. To established libraries to facilitate the study of music.
13. To establish a sound recording studio so that students will be able
to develop their skills for recording purposes.
14. To provide our young children with a variety of cultural activities so
that they may not loiter on the streets of our country and find
themselves participating in unworthy activities.
15. The immediate and long term benefits for the children are a full
appreciation and recognition of their cultural and religious heritage
and values, which will be a basis of the formation of their own of
values.
2

Sivamani with students of EIMA
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The Raghunauth Family
Being of the first and second generations of Indo Guyanese in the United
States, we are proud to be associated with the EIMA as the keepers and desciminators
of this ancient culture of ours; through classical music, Hindi, Sanskrit, Moral
education and other art forms. Good luck and best wishes in this great venture to the
entire EIMA family.

Himanshu Shankar Ramsamooj
The best thing about EIMA is that it has Bhai
Ravi. The best thing about Bhai Ravi is that he has his
Dharam Patni, Bahen Bharti working with him side by
side. With these two ambassadors of Indian culture, why
should anyone want to go all the way to India to learn
these teachings of music and scripture? I sure wouldn’t.
I started going to EIMA when I was 10 years
old and I regret not starting earlier. To see the bond of so
many classmates and their enthusiasm to learn and become
a part of the EIMA, and what it offers, not only gives me a reassurance that EIMA has
become successful, but that we need EIMA in our lives.
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The Birth of E.I.M.A.

Pta. Bharati Ramsamooj
Principal
It is with a deep sense of fulfillment that I reflect to 1984 when we travelled
to India with my son Avirodh, to pursue studies primarily in Hindustani Music. My
husband graduated with a Masters in Hindustani music from Delhi University and I,
with a Bachelors degree from Agra University.
Despite numerous difficulties, our thoughts were in unison. Our goal was to
propagate our religion through the medium of music. At the end of our five year stay
in India, we returned to Trinidad in 1989 and became actively involved in spreading
our culture.
Our first concert was held at 2000 Carpet House in Chaguanas in 1990. It
was very well attended and appreciated by the people of Trinidad. We migrated to the
US with feelings of uncertinity. Life in the US began with much struggle, however we
did not deviate from our goals. Sponsorship by the Arya Spiritual Center provided the
security we needed to promote Indian Music and culture among a wide cross-section
of the Hindu community. Bhai Ravi as a music teacher, held classes at individual
homes which included Mr.& Mrs. Manoo and Mr.& Mrs. Jamoona. Because of his
genuine effort and dedication in teaching, the demand for learning grew rapidly. In
1994, we bought our home and made the first floor into our school. Later that year
we were blessed with our younger son Yogavardhan. In 1995 the name East Indian
Music Academy was formally given to this institution.
Our first concert in NYC was held at the Arya Spiritual Center and was a
great success. In 1996, Sangeet Sabha II was held at the American Sevashram Sangh
Ashram and in 1998 Sangeet Sabha III was held at J.H.S 217. The school was
formally incorporated in October 1998. Subsequently we had three other concerts the
last held at Richmond Hill High School.
In this troubled world, moral spiritual and ethical guidance are essential
qualities needed for the upliftment of this and the next generation. We need to work
hard in order to maintain and preserve the religious and cultural traditions of the
ancient scriptures. I hope that EIMA continues to promote East Indian culture and
spiritual awareness. We will work towards raising the level of ethical and moral
consciousness of our students so that they are better prepared for the world platform.
As we move into our new facility, I take this opportunity on behalf of the
executive body of the E.I.M.A., to express our heartfelt gratitude and thanks to the
dedicated parents and supporters for their generous contributions and look forward
to their continued support.
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Our Teachers and Assistants.

Dr. Pooja Goswami.
Featured Artist

Pt. Ravideen Ramsamooj is a trained
Music teacher graduated from Valsayn
teacher"s college. He taught Western music at
the Carapichaima Junior Secondary School. He
was also a student of the Bharitya Vidhya
Sansthaan under the guidance of Guruji Professor Hari
Shankar Adesh. Pt. Ravi completed his first and
second degrees form Delhi University. He was also under the
guidance of Pt. Deepak Chattarji. During his stay in India, he
received training from many great musicians and was awarded
a scholarship by the ICCR government of India. Pt. Ravi has
been one of the founders of the East Indian Music Academy
and is the foremost music teacher at the institution. With
more then thirty five years of teaching experience, he has
much to offer to all those who come under his guidance.

Pta. Bharati Ramsamooj received her
early childhood education in Hindi from Shri
Deonarineji. At the age of ten she completed
the eighteen chapters of the Bhagwad Gita. She
acquired her Bachelors degree at the University
of Agra and a Diploma in Hindi from Delhi University. She also
attended Shri Ram Bharatiya Kalakendra where she studied
light music under Shelly Dutta. Today, she is the instructor in
our moral education department. Bharati also conducts
classes in Hindi. As the Principal of this institution she is in
charge of admission and also provides guidance to students
and parents.
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Dr. Pooja Goswami was born in a musical
family and received her early training in
Hindustani (North Indian) classical music (vocal)
from her father Sri. Surendra Goswami. She
received her M.Phil from the University of Delhi
and completed a Ph.D. in Music in 2005, also from
the University of Delhi. The subject of her Ph.D.
thesis was the life and music of Pandit Amarnath,
one of the prime disciples of Ustad Amir Khan - an
icon in Hindustani vocal music. Dr. Goswami is
also trained in semi-classical music from the
eminent vocalist Smt. Shanti Hiranand, the
reigning queen of Thumri and Ghazal(semi classical
vocal genres) and the universally acclaimed
successor of the legendary vocalist, the Late Begum
Akhtar. The versatility in Dr. Goswami’s repertoire
is evident in her ability to sing Thumri, Dadra, Ghazal, Bhajan and
various folk genres (e.g. Chaiti, Kajri) besides Khayals. Dr. Goswami has received the
prestigious National Scholarship awarded by the Ministry of Human Resources. The
many prestigious venues she has performed at include the India Habitat Center (New
Delhi), the Sopan festival (New Delhi), Vietnam International Tourism Festival
(Hanoi) and the Sankalp music society (Jaipur). Dr. Goswami recently co-composed
the score for Pangea World Theater’s “The Partition Project” staged in June 2006 in
Minneapolis. She has performed widely within the U.S.

.,.,.,.,
Brahmachari Darshanand
Namaste to the parents and children of the East Indian Music Academy, I
extend my best wishes to everyone on this momentous occasion of the grand
opening of the new school building. I applaud the efforts of everyone in making this
venture possible and hope that all those who seek to gain will also contribute in whatever way possible to enhance the growth and success of this music school.
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Raages and Rhythms by Kishore Seunarine
Congratulations to the East Indian Music Academy on its new home!
“This is the house that love built”. Before you go off thinking that it is a line that is
overused and overrated let me elaborate. The husband and wife team of Ravideen and
Bharati Ramsamooj began the music school in a one room basement on 114th Street
in Richmond Hill and it climbed to an established teaching academy now in its 17th
year of existence. As he taught, his students began to realize that they did not only
learn music from a master, but discovered themselves in the process. As the lessons
progressed so did the guru student relationship. As the need for space grew, critical
students and their families became more involved in looking for a space for the school.
Finally on the opening day, the building that houses the academy is built, literally, by
the people who live in it – the students, teachers and friends.
The academy developed confidence in its students to stand on a stage,
including myself. I have hosted many “Sangeet Sabha” and graduations of the
academy and each one is a learning experience. Pt. Ravi and Bahen Bharati would sit
with me and give instructions on the program layout, the pronunciation of the Raages
and rhythms and its historic origin. When I left I knew something more about Indian
classical music than when I first arrived. I have drawn on this knowledge from my
onstage performances from “Night of Fusion at Lincoln Center” to “Unmatched
India” in Las Vegas. I have developed a confidence to venture out into more
challenging worlds of music. .

Avirodh Ramsamooj, the son of Pt. Ravi
and Pta. Bharati, has learnt the rudiments of
music from his father and developed into a fine
tabla player. Avi has completed his first degree
in Computer Science. He has played for many
great musicians; and recently had the
opportunity to play with India’s most talented percussionist Sivamani.
Avirodh is a great asset to this institution. He has the patience and skills
in teaching students of all ages and levels.

Acharya Darshanand is one of the main Hindi
and Sanskrit teachers at this institution. Having
studied in India for more than ten years, he brings
with him all the experiences gained as a teacher in
the Gurukul system in India. He is an authority in
Hindi and Sanskrit and an eloquent lecturer in philosophy and vedic
literature.

EIMA has set the bar very high for its students and itself. From here on it is
a tall order to fill of Raages and rhythms. Congratulations and good luck.

Vashti Mohammed is one of our assistant
teachers in music. She comes from a well
cultured family and an ardent follower of
Indian culture. She studied music in Trinidad
and also at our school. She is a great asset to

Savitri Chankarshingh
While communicating with my husband to be in the year
1999, I vividly recall him speaking of Didi Bharati and Bhai Ravi.
After getting married in January 2000, I eventually met with them
and the entire EIMA family.
In Sept of 2000 I started Harmonium classes and in October I was very
fortunate to be a part of Sangeet Sabha V. As the years went by my learning
experiences grew and I can safely say that it will continue to grow in the same manner
in which EIMA has grown. Every experience at this institution is a learning one
whether or not you are attending a class. I wish to congratulate the EIMA family on
our grand opening and I pray that God will continue to bless these two souls who are
guiding lights.
16

this institution.

Seema Phekoo is a graduate student of
this Instiution. She is a substitute teacher for
music. She is talented and works diligently with those
who come under her guidance.
5

The President’s Message

Pt. Bharat Bissasar
VEDIC SANGEET
Some factors that will enable us to glimpse a vision of VEDIC
SANGEET… Truth is the wisdom or knowledge of a thing as is. This will include its
material, potential, nature and spiritual truth. At the layman level we
relate with this truth in a mixture of our living field , conditioned by good , bad and
indifferent. Our varied active relationship with existence as either / or : each other, the
entire family of life, the field of the various inert states; namely, space , wind, liquid,
solid and energy; becomes our sum experiences. Each of our personal
experiences is equaled to varied emotional sentiments. This sentiment is personal to
the individual. Each of our expression, either spoken language or action, contains
characteristics of sentiments. We strive for perfection, ultimately to be GOD like. To
express these sentiments, as confidence and a gift to all, is melody. This melody is
divinely pure, sweet, rich, all love, healing, happiness, peace… MY GOD… Vedic
Sangeet is this division of the sentimental culture of existence. How blessed are we to
be inheritors of this gift. Something that was lost. What an opportunity we have now,
it is creeping back into our life.
AUTHENTIC MUSIC
Sa..Re..Ga..Ma..Pa..Dha..Ne..Sa..
These notes characterize the various divisions of the total make up of sound.Sa
..defines
that division of sound, language, divine truths, and eternal
knowledge of
the powers that contain existence, holding it
together. MMMM Think… teachings required, etiquette to be cultivated, habit, art
forms, commitment, endurance, consistency and practice. This is authentic. Just a
glimpse..
PERSONAL TUTORING
We have small classes,
practical effect of learning is occurring.

where convenience, patience and a

DIVINE PROFESSIONALISM
Most of the graduates from this East Indian Music Academy are
intimately involved in the weekly / regularly conducted prayer services of the
various Mandirs in our community. Many others attend for personal development.
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Honorary President’s Message

Krishna Subick
The main purpose and objectives of the East Indian Music Academy are to
inculcate cultural values by teaching Indian music to our young children and adults. It
is the hope of this school, that these budding artists of tomorrow fully appreciate and
recognize the creative aspects of music and become role-models in their school and
their community.
The East Indian Music Academy is truly blessed to have such leaders as Bhai
Ravi and Bahin Bharati. They are just great teachers. They have dedicated their lives
towards the fostering of Indian culture by imparting knowledge through music and
Hindi classes. Few people can match their spiritual achievements. Their morals speak
for themselves. Their honesty, truthfulness and trustworthiness are unquestionable.
I would like to thank all those who have made it possible to move our
children into the new location where we have better facilities for their development.
Let us together build a better future for our children and our future generations.

qqqqqqq
Seema Phekoo
The East Indian Music Academy is considered a home away from home for
many- the teachers and students are a apart of a close knit extended family. Over the
past fourteen years that I have been at EIMA, I have developed an attachment to both
the people and school itself. So much more than a music school, EIMA has provided
me and many others with cultural teachings and has promoted morals that cannot be
found anywhere else. Growing up within the East Indian Music Academy provided
me with not only opportunities to learn about Indian culture and music via sitar,
harmonium, and hindi classes but also with two of the best role models one can ask
for: Auntie Bharati and Pt. Ravi.
I can remember when the school consisted of just a few students taking
classes in a basement. Seeing the school grow into what it is today fills me and every
other student of the academy with pride for we have grown with the school. The
school’s success is our success. Congratulations to the East Indian Music Academy!
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A’dhi & Devi Lall
Namaste.
My brother and I came to the doors of the EIMA on April
7, 2003, to look, we stayed, we cannot leave. So intoxicating
is the learning, so refreshing are the lessons that no matter
where we are the voices of the instruments, the teachers
even the walls seems to create an energy which directs the mind back to this reservoir
of learning.
During this short time we have learnt and continue to learn much more than
music. We have been to places where this discipline and guidance have
prepared us to be. From the stages of New Hampshire, York College, Flushing
Townhall, the Rose Garden, several civic centers and numerous temples and mandirs
to Florida, Trinidad and Tobago and several television recordings. EIMA is not just
music to us, it’s a living art form.
The EIMA is indeed a family, our extended family. Whether its Friday nights
haunting chants of our Ramayan class or the lessons on the nine forms of devotion,
our emotions run high. Here we relate to the stories of our foreparents to that of Shri
Raam; we relate to our parents leaving the West Indies and living in America.
As American born East Indian of West Indian parentage, at EIMA we are
learning, creating and identifying with our unique American identity, thus making us
capable to stand up valiantly to the challenges of life. EIMA completes the
holistic moulding to life - our life.
We are indeed fortunate to be a part of this noble institution; we can’t
imagine otherwise. As we celebrate the opening of our new facility we pay
homage to Sangeet Achariya Pt. Ravideen Ramsamooj and principal Pta. Bharati
Ramsamooj. Our gratitude goes out to our teachers, parents and community
volunteers.

Esha Bandyopadhyay & Partha Bose
Dear Ravideen ji & Bharati ji.
We are delighted to know that the new school building
would be officially inaugurated this weekend. Knowing you, your
family and the wonderful 'sewa' that you all have been doing through music and
otherwise, we feel a special bond with your family & the East Indian Music Academy.
We take this opportunity to convey our very best wishes for the institution. May the
BLESSINGS of the ALMIGHTY shower on the academy & all those associated with
it.
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CONNECTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL MUSIC SYSTEM
This institution has grown to earn the trust of international artists.
Many of whom have now become part of the base of this institution. This
academy has hosted, and will continue to host the performances of
international artists. Its Graduates have performed on the international stage. Many
have moved on to produced recordings of their own.
TRUST WORTHY, PEACEFUL AND SECURED
Its history proves . We pray for your support.. give us your intuitive third eye
support to preserve, protect and improve this gift of life.
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The Secretary’s Message

Bahin Urmilla Paltooram
My humble Namaste and Seeta Raam to my beloved Bhai Ravi, Bahin
Bharati and the entire E.I.M.A. I am privileged to be associated with the E.I.M.A. for
the last twelve years and therefore I regard it a blessing. Since my son Mangal and my
daughter Prue started classes in harmonium, vocal, tabla, sitar and hindi at 112 street,
I feel honored as my family became a part of this big family. This institution has done
wonders for my family. Moral and cultural knowledge were imparted to us which we
use in our daily lives. I feel honored to be the secretary of this institution from it’s
inception.
Bhai Ravi and Bahin Bharati have touched numerous lives. Today I am happy
to share in your joy and happiness. All the hard work, commitment and
dedication have made this school grown in so many ways. The beautiful building
which the institution now occupies is very conducive for learning.
On behalf of my family, I wish to extend congratulation on your success and
best wishes in all of your future endeavors. Continue the good work and may God be
with you forever.
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The Treasurer's Message.

The Asst. Principal’s Message.

Bahin Savitri Roma Manie

Bahin Vashti Mohammed
Namaste,

“The winds and waves are always on the side of the ablest navigators.”
The East Indian Music Academy is like a colossal ship and its captain is the
maestro. Our music academy has come a long way with the waves and winds bringing
it to the shores of a new building. Over the years we have provided a refuge for students to satisfy their desire to learn authentic Indian music, culture, language and
values. Many children sit at the feet of our navigators, Bhai Ravi and Bahen Bharati, to
learn spirituality of music and have found themselves on the shores of success. On
behalf of my family I congratulate the East Indian Music Academy and wish them all
the best upon embarking on this new voyage. We must all ensure that the ship stays on
its course in the direction of our grand horizons.

vavavavavavav

Dr. Savitri Singh. M.D.
Namaste,
My name is Savi and I am a student at the East Indian Music Academy. I
started attending music classes around the age of twelve but stopped for a while due
to heavy school work. As the years went by I watched many skilled students
graduate from this school and wish I had continued my music lessons. A few months
ago I resumed classes and in a matter of weeks I was able to see progress, not only in
myself, but the other students as well. I have attended many
performances by students of EIMA and have always been impressed by the level of
expertise displayed. Our Guruji is an amazing teacher who makes learning Indian
music very simple and easy. The EIMA is doing a wonderful job in keeping
Indian tradition alive and I would like to congratulate and wish its coordinators much
success. Best Wishes.
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I would like to express my sincere congratulations to the EIMA. The
formal opening of its new home is an accomplishment that deserves recognition, not
only from within the West Indian community, but also from outside. For over 14
years the founders of the Academy have provided a humble center of learning for
East Indian music, Hindi and moral education that have benefited thousands. The
Academy can be described as a place where individuals of all ages and all ethnic
backgrounds can realize talents within themselves that would have otherwise been
lost. This is the wonderful and worthwhile mission which the academy executes so
beautifully. I would like to congratulate the academy for providing this incredible
opportunity to us all. Thank you.

ddddddd

Evita Nepal
On behalf of my parents Harry and Guytri
Nepal and my brother Junior, I would like to congratulate Pt.
Ravi and Pta. Bharati and their family on the Grand Opening
of the facility. Pt. Ravi has opened many doors for the
community and continues to do so. These doors opened
for me when I was ten years old and it is truly an honor to
come back and perform and share my wonderful experiences.
Learning from the East Indian Music Academy has not only taught me music, but it
taught me how to be successful in everything or anything that I endeavor.
Pandit Ravi and Auntie Bharati have given wholeheartedly of their time and
effort to this wonderful academy. They serve as role models for our community. It is
through their effort students of the East Indian Music Academy are successful.
Talented musicians walk through these doors and bring pride to our community. I
wish the new East Indian Music Academy continued success.
13

Anant Ram Manie

The Vice President’s Message.

Shri Gopaul Lall

“EIMA fulfills a sacred duty to society and carries
on the Guru Shishya Parampara …”
Namaskaar,
As we embark on this momentous journey of expanding the East Indian
Music Academy, the time has come to reflect on our experiences and put our goals into
perspective. Like the hundreds of children that have passed through the hands of
Uncle Ravi and Aunty Bharati over the years, it was here that I first experienced
formal Hindusthani Sangeet. They have given us more than just musical skills of
singing bhajans, Raages and playing instruments. They have imparted the finest of
Indian culture, and philosophy to the youths of our community. Over the past 15
years, my participation with the East Indian Music Academy has been filled with
memorable experiences too many to enumerate. My involvement with them has
enhanced my academic career and my understanding and appreciation for all forms of
music. In addition to addressing the modern social issues of education like
giving their students guidance, self-esteem and a sense of identity, the East Indian
Music Academy has made me realize that we are part of a great heritage and
tradition of art and culture. EIMA fulfills a sacred duty to society and carries on the
Guru Shishya Parampara amidst all the challenges of our modern lifestyle in New York
City.
“There is no one of human form greater in the three worlds
than the Guru (teacher). It is he who grants worldly and divine
knowledge, and abolishes oblivion and ignorance; he should be
worshiped with supreme devotion.”
- Atharva Veda
The words “thank you” are not enough to describe my appreciation to this
cultural institution. Every mandir and family that has encountered the East Indian
Music Academy is forever indebted to our Gurus; Uncle Ravi and Aunty Bharati; as
well as their Gurus and so on. As our gharaana continues to grow, our goals remain
the same and our dedication is stronger than ever. With these sentiments and
motivation, I congratulate the East Indian Music Academy on their new acquisition
and wish them the greatest of success. History now awaits the next chapter of the East
Indian Music Academy.
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Many of us refrain from being associated with what is being passed on today
as “our culture.” Many recognize this lewdness only when it is too late, when much
damage is done. Its only when we become aware of this fact, we search for what was
once our great culture. The EIMA makes one of the greatest
contributions toward this end. I came to the EIMA four years ago. I
witness this renaissance taking place and breathed a sigh of relief. I continue to see
transformation and reformation amongst children, families and the
community. As we continue to grow, I thank those pioneers before me and all those
who continue to support us. Our band-wagon may be small but our contribution is
immense. I invite you to visit us and give us your suggestions. Come aboard and make
your contribution.

wwwww
The Kissoon Family.
The Kissoon Family would like to
congratulate EIMA on this very special occasion,
the opening of the new cultural arts academy.
EIMA has provided the resources that are unique
to our culture and family. This one of a kind
resource has brought our rich heritage back to numerous families. Our children
started with Harmonium classes and after discovering the very special atmosphere at
EIMA they want to expand their knowledge to Sitar, Tabla, Hindi, Ramayana, and
other classes being offered. Our association with EIMA has created an everlasting
friendship with the staff and families and has strengthened our relationship with
members of our community at large. Special thanks to Pandit Ravi, Bahen Bharati
and Avi for your dedication, knowledge, understanding, sincerity and patience in
enriching our families with music and other cultural education. Thank you EIMA for
this great experience.
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